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Abstract. Many researchers have reported that recognition accuracy
improves when several images are continuously input into a recognition
system. We call this recognition scheme a continuous observation-based
scheme (CObS). The CObS is not only a useful and robust object recog-
nition technique, it also offers a new direction in statistical pattern clas-
sification research. The main problem in statistical pattern recognition
for the CObS is how to define the measure of similarity between two
distributions. In this paper, we introduce some classifiers for use with
continuous observations. We also experimentally demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of continuous observation by comparing various classifiers.

1 Introduction

Our research opens new directions in the field of statistical pattern recognition
for highly accurate 3D object recognition.
Continuous observations may improve the robustness of object recognition

systems. They enable a model to be extracted that accounts for changes in input
when the pose or lighting conditions change and that also reduces the noise in
an object image recognition problem (see Fig. 1.). In this paper, we discuss the
problem for statistical pattern recognition when continuously input data are
assumed. We call the method a continuous observation-based scheme (CObS).
It is reasonable to assume continuous observations in experimental studies

of object recognition because we ordinarily use video cameras to capture object
images. When we are working on image streams, statistical processing of the
images in the stream may improve the accuracy of object recognition systems.
Statistical processing reduces noise and enables invariant features to be extracted
from the images .
We considered the following research issues from the viewpoint of statistical

pattern recognition:

1. What type of statistical techniques can be effectively applied to input im-
ages?

2. How can we define the similarities between training images or templates and
input images?
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noise reduction
Continuous input samples → feature extraction → Recognition

3D reconstruction (?)

Fig. 1. Continuous observation-based scheme (CObS)

Some procedures have already been proposed under the CObS. Maeda pro-
posed the mutual subspace method (MSM) [1], which uses principal component
analysis to extract invariant features from input images. Yamaguchi demon-
strated the effectiveness of the MSM for facial image recognition experimen-
tally [2]. We proposed the kernel mutual subspace method (KMS) [3,4]. The
KMS, which is one of the most powerful algorithms for object recognition, is
based on kernel principal component analysis (KPCA) [5].
In this paper, we propose some classifiers for use when continuous obser-

vations are assumed. We also describe experiments to compare the classifiers
experimentally.
In the next section, we describe [a problem in the CObS?] and in section

3 we introduce some classifiers used in the CObS. In section 4, we describe
experiments carried out to clarify the properties of the classifiers.

2 Problem Setting

When CObS is assumed, we must consider the two issues described above. Gen-
erally, an object recognition algorithm consists of templates T (·) and the cal-
culation of the similarity measure S(T ;x′) between the template and the input
image x′. The template is calculated from training data xi, i = 1, . . . , m, wherem
is the number of training images. PCA, a multilayer perceptron, sample means,
and other statistical techniques are used to calculate the templates T .
Under the CObS, we must define a new measure of similarity between the

templates and object images s(T ;T ′) where T ′ is calculated from features ex-
tracted from the input images x′

i, i = 1, . . . , m
′, where m′ is the number of input

images.
We then have to decide what kind of statistical analysis to apply? We can

create many classifiers under the CObS.

3 Classifiers in CObS

We describe some of the classifiers used in the CObS. These classifiers are based
on CLAFIC [6] (except for the multiple potential function classifier) because the
subspace method is regarded as the standard method for object image recogni-
tion [7,8].
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3.1 Sample Mean

First, we use a sample mean as the simplest statistical technique under CobS. It
also has the advantage of reducing noise. When several images have been input
into the recognition system, the system uses the sample mean

µ′ =
1

m′

m′∑

i=1

x′
i (1)

as the input image, where m′ is the number of input images. For example, the
similarity measure in CLAFIC is defined as

SCLAFIC(V1, . . . , Vl;x′) =
l∑

i=1

(Vi · x)2, (2)

when a single input is assumed, where Vi is the ith eigenvector of a covari-
ance matrix and l is the number of dimensions of the subspace. However, when
multiple data input is assumed, the similarity measure is defined as

smean(V1, . . . , Vl;µ′) =
l∑

i=1

(Vi · µ′)2, (3)

using the sample mean.

3.2 Multiple Potential Function Classifier

The definition of a conventional potential function classifier (PFC) [9] is

SPFC(T ;x′) =
m∑

i=1

k(xi, x
′), (4)

where k(·, ·) is a bell-like nonlinear function called the potential function or
kernel, x′ is an input image, and m is the number of training samples. The
templates of the potential function classifiers are themselves training samples.
The classifier is simply extended under the CObS as

sMPFC(T ;x′
1, x

′
2, . . . , x

′
m′) =

m′∑

j=1

m∑

i=1

k(xi, x
′
j). (5)

In this paper, the extended form of the potential function classifier is called a
multiple potential function classifier (MPFC) in the CObS.
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3.3 Mutual Subspace Method

Yamaguchi demonstrated the effectiveness of the MSM for facial image recog-
nition experimentally [2]. In the MSM, PCA is performed on images obtained
by continuous observations and ”MSM similarity” is measured. MSM similarity
is defined by the angle between two subspaces of the input images and train-
ing images. The two subspaces used for the MSM similarity measurement are
computed from continuous observation data or preregistered training data.
In the learning phase of the MSM, the [basis’OK?] obtained from the training

data is registered as a template. (This is the same as in the conventional subspace
method.) In the recognition phase,

1. the PCA basis is calculated from the input images.
2. the following matrix is calculated.

Z = (Zij) =
M∑

k=1

(V i · V ′
k)(V

′
k · V j), (6)

where V is the basis of the training data subspace and V ′ is the basis of the
subspace obtained from the input data.

3. The maximum eigenvalue of Z, which is the angle between two subspaces,
is obtained [10].

The maximum eigenvalue of Z is regarded as the similarity measure
sMSM (V1, . . . , Vl;V ′

1 , . . . , V ′
l′), where l is the number of dimensions of the sub-

space of the template and l′ is the number of extracted features. The MSM
therefore consists of continuous observation samples. This ensures the method
has robust capability for object image recognition because it is easy to obtain
several images by observing the object in the form of a motion image sequence.

3.4 Kernel Mutual Subspace Method

In this section, we describe the kernel mutual subspace method. The effectiveness
of the method was demonstrated in facial image recognition experiments, which
were reported previously [3].
First, we must briefly review kernel principal component analysis (KPCA).

KPCA is performed by carrying out singular value decomposition in functional
space F for a given set of data xi, i = 1, . . . , m in the n dimensional feature
space Rn. We can define the functional space F , which is related to the feature
space, by a possibly non-linear map

Ψ : RN → F , x → X. (7)

Note that the functional space F may have large, possibly infinite dimensionality.
In functional space F , the covariance matrix takes the form

C̄ =
1
m

m∑

j=1

(Ψ(xj)Ψ(xj)T ). (8)
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The basis of KPCA is given by diagonalizing the matrix. However, the matrix
is too large (sometimes infinitely so) to compute. We use them×m kernel matrix

Kij = Ψ(xi) · Ψ(xj), (9)

to solve the eigenvalue problem,

mλα = αK (10)

for non-zero eigenvalues. The αi denotes the column vector with entries
α1, . . . , αm.
To extract the principal component, we need to compute the projection onto

eigenvectors V in F . Let x′ be the input feature vector, with an image Ψ(x′)
in F . Then

V · Ψ(x′) =
1
λ

m∑

i=1

αiΨ(xi) · Ψ(x′) (11)

may be called the nonlinear principle components corresponding to Ψ . Since map
Ψ(·) makes a very large, possibly infinite, functional space, the cost of computing
the dot product is extremely large (or infinite). To avoid this problem, Schölkopf
introduced the Mercer kernel, which satisfies

k(x, y) = Ψ(x) · Ψ(y). (12)

When we use this kernel function, the computation of the dot product Ψ(x)·Ψ(y)
replaces the computation of function k(x, y). That is,

V · Ψ(x) = 1
λ

m∑

i=1

αik(xi, x). (13)

This result shows that we can calculate a projection for the nonlinear principal
components in finite time without an explicit form of the nonlinear basis V .
Now we can describe our proposed kernel mutual subspace method (KMS),

which combines MSM and KPCA. We first define a similarity measure for the
KMS in functional space F . Practical applications demand lower computational
costs. Therefore, we must prove that the proposed method takes a finite time to
compute the angle in functional space F .
Let W be an eigenvector calculated from continuous images input into the

recognition system. Then, we can describe V and W by

V =
m∑

i=1

αiΨ(xi)

W =
m′∑

j=1

αjΨ(x′
j), (14)
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where m and m′ are the number of samples for training and test images. The
similarity measure is then computed by dot product V · W :

V · W =
m∑

i=1

αiΨ(xi) ·
m′∑

j=1

α′
jΨ(x

′
j) (15)

=
m∑

i=1

m′∑

j=1

αiα
′
jΨ(xi) · Ψ(x′

j). (16)

If we substitute (12), the equations can be written as,

V · W =
m∑

i=1

m′∑

j=1

αiα
′
jk(xi, x

′
j). (17)

Because the numbers of m and m′ are limited, this form shows that this method
takes a finite time to compute the dot product of the basis of two subspaces.
The method for obtaining the angles between two subspaces can be derived by
substituting (17) into (6).

4 Experiment

We compared the classifiers described above in facial image recognition exper-
iments. We employed CLAFIC as a reference recognition method when single
image input was assumed because the subspace method is regarded as the stan-
dard object recognition method [7,8].
We used 15 individuals from the UMIST data set [11]. The data had a non-

linear structure, as shown in Fig. 2. The facial images were manually segmented
and normalized to 15×15 pixel images (225 dimensionality vector). The number
of training images was 10 per person, and 599 test images were created from the
remaining data. We determined m′ = 5 in this experiment.
We used a Gaussian radial basis function as a nonlinear kernel function for

the KMS and MPFC. The kernel parameter and the number of dimensions of
subspaces were selected based on the results of a preliminary experiment. Ex-
periments were performed to compare the effectiveness of using CLAFIC, the
sample mean, the MPFC, the MSM, and the KMS. The results are shown in
Table 1. These results showed the effectiveness of continuous observations. They
also showed that:

– in this case, redundant information was apparently needed to improve the
accuracy of the linear methods (sample mean, MSM).

– unexpectedly, the accuracy of the sample mean method was high. This result
is inconsistent with Yamaguchi’s results [2]. We think the inconsistency was
caused by the non-linearity of the distribution. Linear PCA fails when the
distribution has a nonlinear structure.

– the MPFC was the least accurate method.

Table 2 lists the properties of the methods.
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Fig. 2. Scatter plot of facial images in the UMIST data using PCA

Table 1. Recognition rate for each method

method CLAFIC Mean MPFC MSM KMS

accuracy(% ) 95.7 99.8 94.0 99.6 100.0

# of dim(train.) 5 5 - 6 3

# of dim(input) - 0 - 2 2

5 Conclusion

We have described a continuous observation-based system for object image recog-
nition and some classifiers used in the system. We also clarified the properties
of the classifiers in an experimental comparison. The experimental results show
the effectiveness of the classifiers in the CObS in terms of recognition accu-
racy. We believe the CObS offers a new research direction for statistical pattern
recognition.
In future work, we will introduce other classifiers under the CObS and clarify

their properties.
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Table 2. Properties of each classifier

Method Accuracy cal. cost. comments

CLAFIC low low single observation

Sample Mean high low most simple

MPFC low high easy training

MSM high mid redundant expression

KMS high high compact expression
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